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Volunteer Awards 2015

It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the Macmillan
Volunteer Awards 2015. This evening’s event celebrates
some outstanding achievements and recognises a few of our
exceptional volunteers from across the UK.
Our organisation was started by a volunteer over one hundred years
ago, and today in our local communities volunteers are more important
to us than ever. Together you ensure that Macmillan is there providing
the support to make sure no one faces cancer alone.
By giving your time you’ve done something amazing for the 2.5 million
people living with cancer. You may be involved with a local committee,
help out at an information centre, offer a helping hand to someone in
their home or give your time in a variety of other ways. However you're
involved, you’re helping us to be there for people at a difficult time so
they can start to feel more in control.
Whether you are an award winner or not this is our opportunity to say
thank you for the amazing work you do and to celebrate the impact
our volunteers have.
I hope you enjoy this inspiring evening, and are as impressed as I am
at the extraordinary stories we’ll be sharing tonight.
Yours sincerely,

Julia Palca
Chairman, Macmillan Cancer Support
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Giles Long MBE,
Paralympic
Gold Medallist,
TV Presenter
& Motivational
Speaker

Lizzy Jones,
The Flower Story

Giles Long MBE is one of the most successful
Paralympic swimmers of our time. At the age
of thirteen Giles was diagnosed with cancer.
The bone tumour in his arm meant that
his dreams of going to the Olympics were
shattered. Giles carried on swimming and
broke his first World Record at the age of
17 and in 1996 qualified for the 100m
Butterfly at the Atlanta Paralympics as the
fastest man in the world. Since then he has
broken many more records, achieved more
gold medals and written a book. He can
currently be seen on BBC News and will be
on Channel 4 this summer presenting the
IPC Swimming World Championships.

While working in television, Lizzy used
her spare time to read about flowers
and grow them in her garden. She took
the plunge and decided to change her
career. She began putting together
arrangements for family and friends
and her passion grew into her company
‘The Flower Story’. She uses her skills
to create a unique story with flowers
which are bespoke to suit all occasions
and individuals.
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The Palace,
Manchester

The first phase of this Grade II listed building
was designed for the Refuge Assurance
Company and built between 1891–1895,
with the ground floor as was one enormous
open business hall. The Refuge Assurance
Company After occupied the building for
nearly a century. It was converted into a
hotel in 1996 at a cost of £7 million, and
is now the Palace Hotel, owned and operated
by the Principal Hayley Group.

ESW Solutions Ltd

Founded in 1995, ESW Solutions has quickly
become a major force in the Audio Visual
industry – building on its reputation for
customer service, quality and commitment.
They are responsible for many of the industry’s
major events held in the UK.
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Boots Macmillan Volunteers
The Boots Macmillan Volunteers group in Nottingham has been
providing practical and emotional support to people affected by cancer
in their local community for four years now. In that time the group’s
grown from eight to 13 volunteers, and they’ve used their time to make
a tremendous difference in the local community.

This award is for employees of our corporate partners who
make an outstanding contribution to people affected by
cancer through their volunteering. These individuals and
groups go above and beyond to give us their time, inside
and/or outside of work, as well as making a difference
through their organisations’ partnership with us.

The group visits local people who need help with practical things
following cancer treatment, for example, ironing, washing up or
gardening. They also take a large number of referrals from local
hospices and the palliative care team in Nottingham. Because of this,
the group’s been trained to offer the oral history service, which gives
people at end of life the chance to talk about their lives on tape, for
their family to keep.
Somehow, despite all having busy jobs and home lives, the group
also finds time to raise money for Macmillan: their most recent coffee
morning brought in an incredible £1,800.

Cornwall Council’s Employee Volunteers
Through a partnership with Volunteer Cornwall and Macmillan,
employees at Cornwall Council have been making the most of their
staff volunteering scheme to give people affected by cancer home and
garden makeovers. Since April 2013, 62 volunteers have given more
than 500 hours of their time to brighten up 25 homes and gardens –
pruning, planting and painting their way to success.
The feedback they’ve had from people affected by cancer speaks for
itself, with one person saying: ‘This will have such a positive impact on
my daughter’s life. Being able to step outside and use the steps safely
is going to be really important for her independence and means the
whole family can enjoy the garden together. It will have a huge effect
for all of us.’
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Julie Goodyear (Ocado)

George Symonds (M&S)

Julie has been an active member of the Ocado Charity Committee
for four years, and Chair for the last two. During this time she’s
helped Ocado raise more than £190,000. Having experienced
Macmillan’s support first-hand, Julie really is passionate about for
us – always coming up with new and innovative ways to raise money
so that the events calendar stays fresh and exciting. This is on top of
playing a key role in organising an annual fundraising ball, which
brings together Ocado staff and suppliers; last year the ball raised
an incredible £38,000 for Macmillan. It goes without saying that
Julie is an inspiration to the rest of her fundraising committee and
has been invaluable to the success of our partnership with Ocado.

As the main sponsor of World’s Biggest Coffee Morning, all M&S shops
and offices are encouraged to take part in fundraising throughout
September. In 2014, George went far beyond the requirements of
her role as a Store Manager to champion Coffee Morning across the
central London M&S team – sharing her own cancer experience with
colleagues and speaking about her passion for Macmillan. She also
organised other fundraising activities, such as cupcake decorating
master classes, to help get her colleagues behind Coffee Morning.
The result? More than £22,000 was raised in her region throughout
September.

Melanie Rowing-Parker (National Grid)

Since last year’s Coffee Morning, George has been keen to continue
giving her time for Macmillan and has recently started leading an M&S
consultation group on our future Coffee Morning plans and activities.

Macmillan’s partnership with National Grid aims to raise £500,000
over two years, which is a very ambitious target. Not least because
this is National Grid’s first national employee fundraising partnership
– which makes community champions like Melanie all the more
important.
From the beginning of the partnership, Melanie has used her personal
experience of cancer to engage with a high number of employees
at National Grid, including members of National Grids Executive
Committee and many people externally. She’s organised a whole host
of fundraisers, from World Cup-themed events, to Caribbean lunches
and, of course, a World’s Biggest Coffee Morning. What’s more,
Melanie took swimming lessons to successfully complete the physically
challenging Great Manchester Swim raising more than £2,200.
This award recognises Melanie for her efforts both inside and outside
of work.
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Alexander Peden Primary School

This award recognises exceptional volunteers aged
25 years and under who are advocates of Macmillan’s
work, raise large amounts of money or use
entrepreneurial initiatives to support Macmillan.
They may also care for others with cancer or are
living with cancer themselves and inspire others.
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The pupils of Alexander Peden Primary School in Harthill, Scotland,
have supported the World’s Biggest Coffee Morning for the last
10 years. So far, with the help of parents and the local community,
they’ve raised more than £17,500 for Macmillan – no small feat for
a school of just 162 pupils. The students are very creative and love
coming up with new ways to raise money, besides offering lots of
yummy cake and coffee: from selling books and handcrafted items,
to putting on raffles, competitions and concerts. Last year pupils
even got to throw wet sponges at the head teacher – all in exchange
for a small donation, of course.

Ross Graham
At the age of just 16, Ross is already an inspiration to so many people.
He decided to start fundraising for Macmillan after his mum passed
away from cancer in June last year, to give something back for the
support she received. He’s raised more than £11,000 for us so far.
His achievements include a coast-to-coast bike ride in July 2014,
and an awareness day he held at his school. Two speakers from
Macmillan attended the event, giving talks throughout the day, while
the whole school got involved with fundraising activities – and Ross
organised all of this while still finding time to study for his exams.
The event was also covered by local newspapers. Now at college,
Ross remains determined to continue giving any time he can supporting
Macmillan for years to come.
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Nathan Grigor

Lauren Morgan

Nathan has already been affected by cancer after losing his Granda
two years ago, when he was just three years old. He’s since become the
No 1 supporter of his Dad’s fundraising efforts – which have included
raising £7,000 with a China trek for Macmillan. Nathan was keen to
give his own time, by completing the Ice Bucket Challenge in honour
of his Granda. He speaks with passion to his classmates about the
support given to him and his family from a Macmillan Specialist for
the Highlands and raises awareness of our services whenever he can.
Thank you, Nathan.

15-year-old Lauren decided to start fundraising for us just a few
months after she lost her mum to cancer, three years ago. Lauren
has mobility problems and finds it difficult to walk at times, but this
has not stopped her from organising a range of events both at her
school, Moffat Academy, and in her local community – including
a disco and a movie night. Lauren’s personal introduction to the
film night so was touching that it even moved some of her fellow
students to give their time for Macmillan – including a group of
senior boys who organised a Christmas tea towel fundraiser.
Together, the movie night and tea towel fundraiser raised £1,000.
Lauren’s since recruited even more volunteers and hosted another
movie night.

Jack Highton
Jack began volunteering with a new project in Macmillan’s York Office
after starting university: ‘Team York’ was a group of individuals who
supported Macmillan staff by recruiting other volunteers. Since then
Jack’s given some time for Macmillan every week, the only exception
being during his exams. He looks for every opportunity to promote
Macmillan’s services and raise our profile in the region – whether it’s
manning Macmillan stands at university events, or identifying new
media outlets that can promote our services. Sadly, Jack’s father passed
away from cancer earlier this year. But during this incredibly difficult
time, he still succeeded in raising over £1,000 for Macmillan in the
York 10K. An outstanding young volunteer, Jack is committed to using
all available resources to make a meaningful difference to people
affected by cancer in York and across the north of England.
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Mairi Campbell

Richard Hambro became Macmillan’s treasurer in 1983,
and was Chairman of the Trustees from 1991 to 2001.
As well as driving the growth of Macmillan during his
chairmanship, Richard was an excellent ambassador
for us. He was elected deputy president after stepping
down as Chairman and remained a valued supporter
until he passed away in 2009.
The Richard Hambro Award honours
volunteers who lead and manage groups
to an exceptional standard, or inspire
others to achieve outstanding success.

Mairi is a practice nurse on the island of Barra in Scotland’s remote
Outer Hebrides. She also founded and now leads the Barra Cancer
Support Group. Making a big impact in a short space of time, the
group’s become a lifeline in what is a small island community with
limited access to the specialist information and services that people
affected by cancer need. Some of Mairi’s achievements include teaming
up with staff from Maggie’s Glasgow centre to develop an outreach
programme for Barra, building links with the NHS and healthcare
charities, arranging events such as the ‘Look good, feel better’
workshop, and generally campaigning for change.
Impressively, although she works full-time and juggles the demands
of a young family, Mairi commits a huge amount of personal time
and energy to the support group – leading and inspiring others to get
involved and make whatever time they can give matter.

Ron Clayton
As a Lead Volunteer with the Imperial NHS Trust Companions service
in London, Ron recruits and trains other volunteers to provide face-toface support to people affected by cancer in hospital settings. Witty,
chatty and engaging, Ron always takes the time to get to know both his
volunteers and patients so that he can find the best possible match. He
also supervises the volunteers and helps them through any challenging
times, including bereavement if patients pass away. Ron is critical to the
service and widely considered a trusted, sensitive and invaluable leader.
He also shares his own cancer experience as a Macmillan Cancer
Voice, helps to promote and expand cancer services, reviews cancer
information, and sits on Macmillan’s UK Volunteer Forum – making sure
the voices of all volunteers are heard.
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Christine Hall

Erica Tipton

Christine has been a dedicated member of the Deal and Walmer
Committee for some 29 years, holding the posts of Treasurer, ViceChair and then Chair. She became Chair at a time when there were
fears about the group’s future, after two long-standing members had
left. But Christine ensured the team continued to flourish. She’s shown
great commitment and leadership in her role as Chair, inspiring others
to successfully raise around £12,000 for Macmillan year in, year out.
She also attends local events as a Macmillan ambassador, encourages
friends, family and businesses to support Macmillan, offers help and
guidance to other volunteers, and secures regular local press coverage
to thank local supporters for their generosity. It seems Christine really
does have endless energy.

Erica has been leader of the Newbury Committee for the past decade.
During that time, she’s motivated and inspired her committee to raise
more than £440,000 for Macmillan. In her role, Erica oversees the
partnership with the Newbury Cancer Trust, which organises the annual
Newbury Carol Concert that raises around £20,000 each year. But
she’s always looking for new ways to raise funds as well – such as the
successful bridge tournaments which are now a permanent fixture in the
committee’s calendar. Erica’s outstanding networking, organisational
and leadership skills will ensure that the Newbury Committee once
again raises more than £40,000 in 2015.

Ruth Meeds
Ruth leads the Skegness Practical and Emotional Support Group, a very
successful team of volunteers who support people affected by cancer
in the Lincolnshire coastal region around Skegness and Mablethorpe.
She recruits and trains new volunteers, building up their confidence
from the start, and leads them with real passion and expertise – all of
which has taken the service from strength to strength. A real people
person, Ruth’s also spoken to GP surgeries, cancer nurse specialists,
hospices and other charities to raise awareness of the support that her
team can offer people. And she’s even saved a life: when one of her
volunteers reported they were unable to contact a service user, Ruth
got the family’s permission to enter his home. It turned out that he’d
suffered a heart attack and may not have survived if it weren’t for her
quick thinking.
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The Care of the Dying Volunteer Service

Deborah Hutton wrote What can I do to help?, a book
published by Macmillan that offers 75 practical ways
family and friends can help a loved one through cancer.
Sadly Deborah passed away from lung cancer in 2005.
Created in her memory, The Deborah Hutton award
celebrates individuals or groups who provide practical
care and support to people affected by cancer, beyond
the expectations of their role.

Based at Royal Liverpool University Hospital, this incredible group of
volunteers give their time to sit with people who are in the last weeks
of life and have no family or few visitors, so might otherwise be alone.
The volunteers do their best to help make the very toughest of times
that bit easier for the person with cancer – gently reading or talking
to them, or simply sitting with them to offer some companionship.
They also provide vital respite and reassurance for families and carers,
giving them a much-needed break from being bedside. The service
is truly pioneering in its approach and has become integral to the
hospital – complementing and building on the clinical care provided
by the healthcare team.

Durham Not Alone Direct Volunteering Services
The volunteers who lead this service offer practical and emotional
support for people going through cancer treatment who live alone
or who are carers. They came up with the idea after speaking to
people who were turning down a second round of chemotherapy
because they lived alone and thought they wouldn’t be able to cope
with the side effects.
Since then the volunteers have taken complete responsibility for the
project and always go the extra mile to publicise it – meeting regularly
with nursing staff to keep it at the forefront of their minds, spending
time talking directly to people affected by cancer on chemotherapy
wards, and promoting the service in the local media. In fact, the service
has grown so much that in 2015 it will be split in two, to cover an even
larger area. This will help ensure that even more people in Durham
get the cancer treatment and care that are right for them, and that they
don’t have to go through it alone.
On top of all this, these brilliant volunteers fundraise for Macmillan
whenever they have time.
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Dave Chessum

Allison White

There were three failed attempts to get a HOPE cancer survivor course
off the ground at Bedford Hospital NHS Trust before Dave got involved.
Now, he does all the recruitment for the course and even facilitates it
alongside a specialist nurse. He has a natural talent for putting people
at ease and getting the best from them. Even more impressively, Dave
does all this while keeping up his other volunteer roles in the hospital
and receiving treatment for his own cancer. He brings such a positive
energy to everything he does – not to mention his trademark cheeky
smile – that it’s no wonder Dave’s made a massive difference to so
many people who have attended the HOPE course.

Allison first started volunteering at her local Macmillan office after
organising her own fundraiser and dropping off the money there.
She went on to start volunteering at her local information and support
centre six years ago. In addition to this, Allison recently set up her own
support group, Great Aycliffe Support Group, despite still experiencing
a number of health issues related to her own cancer. The group meets
monthly to listen to speakers, and fundraises together. Because some
members live by themselves, Allison also arranges day trips for the
group – giving them the invaluable opportunity to get to know people
in similar situations, so they don’t feel so alone. Just another way in
which Allison makes a meaningful difference to the lives of others
affected by cancer.

Sandra Stephenson
Sandra volunteers in Macmillan’s Welfare Rights Team, where her
positive attitude is infectious and she’s a huge inspiration to her fellow
team members. Her role involves speaking to people with cancer
over the phone and putting together social reports to support their
application for a Macmillan grant, but she always goes above and
beyond this. Despite only having volunteered for just over a year,
Sandra has made that time matter – helping hundreds of people
affected by cancer access just short of £60,000 in Macmillan grants.
Always wearing a smile on her face, she’s a natural when it comes
to building relationships with people over the phone. And if extra
volunteers are ever needed, Sandra’s the first to put her name forward.
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Northern Lincolnshire & Goole Patient Involvement Group

This volunteer award celebrates individuals and groups
who have become Macmillan Cancer Voices and use
their own experiences of cancer to help others in similar
situations in their local communities.

These committed individuals campaign tirelessly to improve cancer
services in their area, partnering closely with Northern Lincolnshire
& Goole NHS Foundation Trust, as well as local hospices, public
health and primary care providers. Their long list of achievements
includes compiling a directory of local self-help and support groups,
and providing clearer information on how to obtain monthly hospital
parking passes. Perhaps most impressively, the group spearheaded a
campaign which reduced tolls by half for all cars crossing the Humber
Bridge, with a pilot currently taking place to allow cancer patients
receiving 12 or more treatments to cross the bridge for free. The results
of this pilot will dictate their future campaigning and we wish them the
best of luck.

Emma Brown
Emma was diagnosed with ovarian cancer in late 2013 and went on to
have surgery and chemotherapy. She was so grateful for the support
she received from Macmillan during this time that she decided to start
fundraising for us – and has raised well over £5,000 so far. Emma
really does make her time matter: as a police officer, she’s even used
her connections at work to support other officers affected by cancer.
More recently, she’s also become a Macmillan Cancer Voice so that
she can share her experiences with even more people. This award
recognises Emma’s amazing courage and resilience.
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Fiona Smith
Fiona was first diagnosed with breast cancer when she was just 22.
She’d always been a keen swimmer, but found it took several months
to build up enough confidence to return to the pool following a
mastectomy in 2007. This inspired her to set up the support network
Swimming After Surgery (SAS). SAS offers free swimming sessions
to women recovering from cancer surgery, helping to boost their
self-esteem until they eventually feel ready to join mainstream sessions.
Fiona’s also used her own cancer experiences by volunteering as
a Macmillan Cancer Voice. In this role, she’s written to her local
MP about hospital car parking charges for cancer patients, has
helped Debenhams design a new bra range for women who’ve had
a mastectomy, and also gave a talk at last year’s Cancer Voices
Conference. She’s a true inspiration who’s always thinking of how
she can help others.

Whether it’s minutes or months,
hours or days, the time you give
by volunteering really does matter.
By volunteering with Macmillan you’ve done
something amazing for the 2.5 million people
living with cancer.
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Bedford Cancer Action Partnership

Vicky Clement-Jones was given just three months to live
after being diagnosed with inoperable ovarian cancer.
In fact, she went on to survive for five years – long enough
to establish Cancerbackup in 1985 and ensure its success.
Macmillan and Cancerbackup merged in 2008 to provide
the best cancer information for everyone.
The Vicky Clement-Jones Award is for volunteers who have
or had cancer themselves, and who give their time to make
a major difference to the lives of other people with cancer.
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Bedford Cancer Action Partnership (BCAP) is made up of people living
with and beyond cancer, as well as former and current carers, who
want to make a difference to their local cancer services. The group
has gone from strength to strength since it launched and now partners
closely with Bedford Hospital, Bedfordshire Clinical Commissioning
Group and the East of England Strategic Clinical Network. Its activities
have included carrying out patient surveys and redesigning the local
chemotherapy information pack. BCAP members also make their time
matter by providing valuable input at other meetings, such as local
cancer management group meetings and at project groups to transform
specific services. If something needs improving or developing in the
area, this group of committed and driven volunteers is on the case.

Muriel Blackledge
Muriel has dedicated herself to supporting Macmillan ever since she
was affected by cancer. She gives at least one day a week to manage
all the donations that come in to her local cancer support centre.
These amount to some £30,000 each year, so keeping track of them
is quite a challenge – but it’s one that Muriel has more than lived up
to. She also represents us at local events, and has single-handedly
organised a number of successful fundraising events herself – raising
£6,000 in 2014 alone. Muriel is always ready to go above and
beyond the requirements of her volunteer role and has become an
indispensable member of her team. What a star.
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Brenda Jenkins
Brenda has been a dedicated ambassador for Macmillan for the
last 25 years, during which time she recovered from cancer herself.
As Chair of Macmillan’s Reading Committee for 10 years, she gives
whatever time she can to raise money for Macmillan and increase
awareness of our services. The benefits of her efforts can be seen in
local services that are funded by the money she raises, such as the
Macmillan Information Point at Berkshire Cancer Centre.
A retired teacher, Brenda has also kept very strong links with the local
community. In 2014 this helped her win a partnership with the local
Sainsbury’s to make Macmillan their charity of the year, which was
extended to two years due to the success of the partnership. On the
weekends, you’ll often find her braving the elements at car boot sales
to raise even more funds, supported by her devoted husband and fellow
volunteer, Ralph.

Nigel Lewis-Baker
Nigel became a Cancer Voice in 2008 after leaving work due to
inoperable and incurable advanced prostate cancer, and has been
reviewing Macmillan’s cancer information ever since. He wasn’t aware
of the information available to him after his diagnosis, which is why he’s
now committed to making sure other people affected by cancer know
reliable information is out there – helping them to feel more in control
of their situation.

Nigel also gives his time to raise awareness of male cancers, whether
it’s speaking to the media or campaigning in Parliament. He’s even
taken part in television interviews for Macmillan, including a BBC
Watchdog segment on hospital parking charges.
Nigel’s passion for Macmillan is plain for everyone to see and we’re
very lucky to have an amazing supporter like him as our ambassador.

Patricia Scappaticci
Patricia joined the cancer awareness project ‘Let’s be clear – get
it checked!’ in August 2012 after her own breast cancer had been
picked up by a regular mammogram. She’s since visited around 60
different community groups and events, delivering cancer awareness
talks to more than 800 people. The feedback from groups is always
fantastic, with people praising Patricia’s rare ability to talk about what
is a sensitive subject in an enjoyable, interactive way. Patricia has also
championed the cancer awareness project at board meetings of the
Macmillan Cancer Improvement Partnership (MCIP), and is always
ready to go the extra mile to promote it. She’s become a great role
model to other volunteers in her area.

In 2009 Nigel also set up the support group turned charity ‘Topic of
Cancer’, with the help of Macmillan funding, to promote and raise
funds for research into cancer and treatment. It’s been such a success
that there are now plans to launch new groups in Dorking, Wiltshire
and Edinburgh. Nigel’s many other achievements have included walking
from John O’Groats to Land’s End for Macmillan, and holding a Purple
Ball in 2014 that raised more than £3,000.
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George Harding

Did you know that our founder Douglas Macmillan was also
a volunteer? He wanted everyone with cancer to receive
information and advice, housing at low or no cost, and care
from voluntary nurses in their own homes. Douglas’ legacy
lives on in the work we do today, together with our huge
network of volunteers.
The Douglas Macmillan Award is for volunteers
who represent and speak up for Macmillan and,
in doing so, help raise money, win corporate
support or get essential media coverage.
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George, who lost his wife to cancer, has been fundraising for Macmillan
since he first ran the London Marathon for us in 1998. He’s gone on
to become one of our most prolific fundraisers, tackling 41 challenges
over the last 16 years and raising more than £150,000. George does at
least one overseas challenge each year – sometimes as many as four.
He’s also organised his own Land’s End to John O’Groats bike ride
with his son, and holds a raffle every year at the Royal United Hospital
in Bath. George is something of a local celebrity in the Bath area, and
was even chosen to carry the Olympic Torch through the city in May
2012. Now in his late seventies, George shows no sign of slowing down
and continues to be a great ambassador for Macmillan.

Kelly Hayman-Bruce
Kelly has spearheaded fundraising and media activity for Macmillan
in the Bovey Tracey area of Devon for the past 16 years, helping
to raise more than £275,000. She is an inspirational leader to a
group of volunteers who raise money through regular events such as
bingo nights, darts events, auctions and an annual New Year’s Eve
party. She’s also built up good relationships with the local press and
in 2014 was awarded Palm 105.5 FM radio station’s Local Heroes
Fundraiser of the Year Award and the Herald Express Pride of South
Devon Fundraiser of the Year Award. As well as being testament to her
outstanding achievements, these awards have helped to further raise
awareness of Macmillan in the region.
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Tricia Heard

Colette Lain

Tricia has given any time she can for Macmillan for 10 years, in a
number of different volunteering roles. At the moment she helps to
manage and engage 15 fundraising groups across Devon, including
new groups that she’s sourced and trained herself. Altogether, these
groups raise more than £120,000 a year. Tricia also organises a
range of events, such as the annual ‘Ladies that lunch’, and produces
newsletters about the fundraising activities in the region. Besides
her work in Devon, Tricia sits on Macmillan’s UKO steering and
advisory groups, where she always promotes the achievements of
local volunteers and gives her all to ensure they have the best possible
experience.

Just a few years after moving to Yorkshire, Colette has already
become an indispensable member of the region’s volunteer team.
Colette originally joined Macmillan as a local speaker, giving talks to
schools, clubs and associations, and even companies. She then started
representing Macmillan at various events, from black-tie dinners to the
local beer festival.

Alex Hutchings
Alex has not only raised more than £42,000 for Macmillan, he’s
also encouraged hundreds of other people to support us through his
challenges for the boating community. This includes building a boat
from scratch and then auctioning it off at the Southampton Boat Show,
raising £20,500. And in 2014 he organised a circumnavigation of the
Isle of Wight; 70 boats took part, raising nearly £13,000 in total.
Committed to making every spare moment matter, Alex spends most of
his evenings, weekends and annual leave on his fundraising projects,
and chooses to pay for them out of his own pocket. To promote his
events, Alex issues his own press releases and has an online forum
where he keeps his followers up to date. Stories of his adventures have
been published in boating magazines, newspapers, and on social
media. Alex’s goal is to raise £52,500 to fund a Macmillan nurse for a
whole year – and that’s certainly within reach.
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Colette has a special passion and talent for campaigning. She’s already
recruited more than 50 e-campaigners, and it seems her networking
efforts know no end. In 2014 fundraising volunteers from the Cumbria
team – the ‘Beijing Biddies’ – drove all the way from Cumbria to Beijing,
China. Colette used her contacts from her husband’s time working for
the British Embassy to contact embassies in all the countries the Biddies
passed through – helping to drum up support, fundraising and publicity
for them. On their arrival in Ulan Bator, Mongolia, they even were met
by the British Ambassador who organised a fundraising event for them,
thanks to Colette.
Recently, Colette’s also taken on the role of Chair for a new fundraising
group for Harrogate Hospital and Macmillan’s local appeal, and has
started volunteering at the new Sir Robert Ogden Macmillan Centre in
Harrogate, greeting patients and putting them at ease. Her energy and
enthusiasm really do seem limitless.
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Campbeltown Committee
Located in the West of Scotland, Campbeltown is one of the most
isolated parts of mainland UK and home to just 5,000 people. Despite
this, and in spite of a strong volunteer presence from other big charities
in the community, the 20-strong Macmillan Campbeltown Committee
has raised a staggering £185,944 since 1994.

This volunteer award recognises a group of people that
have made a special impact on their community and made
their time matter by raising awareness of our cause and
money for us.

This includes raising £50,000 towards the cost of a new palliative care
suite called ‘The Sunshine Room’ at Campbeltown Hospital. The new
facility allows people to spend their final moments with their loved ones
in a comfortable, homely setting, rather than on a hospital ward or in a
hospice somewhere far away. The committee also played a critical role
in creating the Macmillan information and support service based at the
local library.
Service development managers in the region all agree that, without
the Campbeltown Committee’s commitment and determination, many
of the crucial cancer services available to this local community simply
wouldn’t have been possible. In our books, that makes them more than
worthy winners of this year’s Committee Award.
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Sue Bridger

Sir Hugh Dundas was Macmillan’s Chairman in the 1980s.
A fighter pilot in the Second World War, he was awarded a
number of prestigious honours, including the Distinguished
Flying Cross. He died from cancer in 1995.
The Sir Hugh Dundas Volunteer of the Year
Award is for individuals who make an
exceptional, highly innovative and outstanding
contribution over a significant period of time
that goes beyond the criteria for the other
Macmillan volunteer awards.

When Sue lost her mother-in-law to cancer, the family were supported
by Macmillan and she was inspired to join the Castle Cary Committee
after retiring in Somerset. Since then Sue’s gone from committee
member, to Chair, to County Chair, and is now Area Chair for the
whole of Somerset and Dorset – leading and inspiring fundraising
teams in both counties. Sue’s widely seen as an exceptional leader
who’s always ready and willing to make the most of her networking
skills to raise funds and awareness for Macmillan. For example, she
persuaded Sir Benjamin Slade to let her use the beautiful Maunsel
House for free for the annual Somerset Christmas Fair – an event that
brings in up to £10,000 for Macmillan each year.
From opening her own garden to the public, to delivering WI cookery
demonstrations and doing an annual reading on Macmillan’s behalf
at Wells Cathedral – Sue really does go above and beyond the
expectations of her role with a particular passion and drive.

Irene Cameron
Irene has been a member of the Newport Committee for 35 years
and Chair for over a decade. During that time she’s led the team of
volunteers to raise more than £173,398, and supported the Mayor of
Newport to raise £25,000 during her time on his 2013/2014 Charity
Committee. She’s even cleaned the local bus shelter because the
council couldn’t find anyone else to do it – on agreement that the
service fee is donated to Macmillan.
Irene’s continued commitment to Macmillan has been outstanding.
And although committee membership numbers are low, she remains as
determined as ever to help her team raise as much money as possible.
They raised £12,000 in 2014 alone. Popular events on the fundraising
calendar include the village garden trail, which raises almost £1,000 a
year, the annual choir concert, and the famous Christmas dinner, which
is always a sell-out.
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In her local community, Irene’s well known and respected for her
loyalty, leadership and fundraising expertise. So much so that her
village has been affectionately dubbed the ‘green village’ because of
its overwhelming support for Macmillan. We like the sound of that.

Julia Fenton Hodes
Julia became a volunteer speaker and Macmillan Cancer Voice just a
few years after being diagnosed with Hodgkin lymphoma in 1999, and
she’s been speaking out for us with energy and passion ever since.
Julia’s spoken at a number of high-profile events – including giving a
speech to MPs at Parliament, which resulted in the health secretary at
the time helping to fight for cancer patients’ rights. She’s also given
talks at corporate pitches and launch events worth at least £500,000
for Macmillan over the course of the last year, took part in the Jacques
Vert Coatwalk fashion show and, in 2014, very kindly opened up her
home to be featured in our World’s Biggest Coffee Morning advert.
Julia’s raised at least £16,000 through her own coffee mornings.
Julia’s continued passion, drive and commitment to making her time
matter for Macmillan are an inspiration to everyone in the London team
and across the organisation.

Paul Loftus
In 1999 Paul organised a sponsored cycle ride in memory of his good
friend, Fred Whitton, to raise money for Macmillan, with 80 cyclists
taking part. Thanks to Paul’s dedication, the event has since grown into
the UK’s top cycle sportive – the Fred Whitton Challenge. But Paul still
puts Macmillan first. In fact, the incredible £100,000 increase in online
donations in 2014 came about because Paul wanted to cooperate more
closely with Macmillan to bring the total raised by the event to over
£1 million. And it’s a goal that looks certain to be achieved in 2015.
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The Fred Whitton Challenge would not be the huge success it is today
without Paul’s fantastic leadership skills. He’s involved in recruiting the
some 2,000 cyclists who now take part. He also brings together the
people, companies and groups needed to ensure the sportive goes
smoothly – including his very own Lakes Road Club, with many of its
members helping to run the event.
Paul uses his passion and enthusiasm for Macmillan to spread our
message to a wider audience, including many younger people, and
we feature prominently in everything he does to promote the sportive.
But we aren’t the only ones to benefit: Grasmere council was over the
moon when it noticed that local tourism got a boost on the weekend of
the Fred Whitton Challenge. That’s why Paul was also voted Cumbria
Tourism Personality of 2014.

Neil Stevenson
Neil Stevenson was appointed Chair of the Macmillan Dumfries and
Galloway Appeal Fundraising Group in 2002, inspiring the team and
personally raising more than £100,000 towards the £1 million appeal to
build a new Macmillan information and support centre at Dumfries Royal
Infirmary. Thanks to Neil’s leadership, the new centre opened in 2003.
Sadly Neil was diagnosed with terminal myeloma in 2012. But, never
one to sit still, he decided he wanted to make his time matter by doing
something positive to help Macmillan. He’s since written and published
his book My Trip of a Lifetime (Myeloma & Me), which is about his
experiences of living with cancer. Neil asked 50 family members,
friends and business associates to sponsor the book’s publication and
as a result raised £103,000, which was donated to Macmillan in August
2014. Neil hopes to raise a further £15,000 from the sale of the books,
which are currently on sale for a suggested donation of £5 each.
It seems Neil’s efforts for Macmillan know no limits; recently he’s
offered to introduce us to his network of celebrities and business
contacts in Scotland. Their support will allow us to do even more to
support people affected by cancer.
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